**Lead Inspector Requirements**

1. A prospective lead inspector should have three to five years robot building experience on a FRC team. i.e. a position that would have required reading and conforming the robot to the printed robot rule book.

2. A prospective lead inspector should have acted as a robot inspector at two prior events (or one Championship event) within the previous three years.

3. A prospective lead inspector should have participated in at least two inspector phone conferences in that same time period.

4. A prospective lead inspector should possess the following skills:
   a) Ability to resolve conflicts.
   b) Ability to manage personal time and that of others.
   c) Ability to train new inspectors and maintain consistent inspecting for each inspector.
   d) Ability to act with Gracious Professionalism at all times.

5. A prospective lead inspector must pass the VIMS review process including background check.